Philippine Medical Tourism - Britannia Medical Center (BMC) - Affordable Dental and Cosmetic Surgery

WORLD-CLASS HEALTHCARE - Britannia Medical Center (BMC) is a premiere outpatient medical and dental center, which is conveniently located at the Enclave Complex, which is situated in the heart of the Fil-Am Friendship Road in Angeles City, offering sophisticated one-stop diagnostic and therapeutic services in medicine and dentistry.

We offer high quality healthcare services with our four core centers (advanced wellness & cosmetic medicine, latest cosmetic & implant dentistry, internationally-at-par diagnostic services, and medical research), which unite specialists across the center to offer patients with comprehensive, state-of-the-art medical care and the best possible outcomes.

Aside from our core centers, we also provide a full range of specialties in healthcare services, from internal medicine (including cardiology, pulmonology, & gastroenterology), general surgery (including urology & orthopedics), pediatrics, and obstetrics-gynecology.

OUR MISSION - Britannia Medical Center aims to deliver the best possible healthcare in a safe & compassionate environment, then advancing that care through advanced research and continuing medical training; thereby improving the health and well-being of the diverse patients that we serve locally and internationally.

PIONEERING SERVICES - Britannia Medical Center takes pride in being able to provide the latest in medicine and dentistry.

* Our cosmetic center offers—along with the regular cosmetic and wellness services—the current trends like stem-cell propagation, fat grafting (for breast and other areas), and more.
* Our dental center offers cutting-edge restoration in dental work, including the latest machines like our Zoom 3 Advanced Whitening (which is a leap ahead of its predecessors, the Zoom Basic & Zoom 2), and the latest in Dental Implantology (done by our renown Dental Implantology Team).
* And lastly, our Diagnostic Laboratory Unit, which is geared in serving you with all the laboratory tests needed by our patients, without having any geographical limitations, as we have partner laboratories overseas which are ready to facilitate any tests unavailable in our region, including Genetic Testing / Profiling (done by our ISO certified partners in Europe, which gives a clear picture of ones genetic fingerprint enabling one to see his / her predispositions to cancer and other genetic mutations, thereby preventing the patient from acquiring cancer via early prevention.

RESEARCH DRIVEN MEDICAL FACILITY - Britannia Medical Center has been successful in bridging clinical-based treatments with researches in medicine. Our researchers conduct biomedical research in cancer treatment and anti-aging medicine, as supervised by our consultants that are Fellows of the United States National Library of Medicine, under the US National Institute of Health. The research outputs are then translated into new and better treatments that transform medical practice and patient care.
TRAINING AND EXPERTISE - As your medical and dental health professionals, we want you to be confident knowing that we are a team of highly trained and skilled clinicians. We pride ourselves in providing the care you need to keep your smile healthy. To give you the best possible service and results, we are committed to continual education and learning. We attend dental lectures, meetings, and dental conventions to stay informed of new techniques, the latest products, and the newest equipment that a modern dental office can utilize to provide state-of-the-art dental care. Also, being members of various professional dental associations helps us to stay abreast of the changes and recommendations for our profession.